
ingredients needed:

Recipes Butterfly Column

6H36
Rose Hearts

BR74HG 
Dual Foil + Latex 
Regulator

equipment:
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004026
1–ea Bubbles™
Balloon

111746
4–11" “It’s A Girl”
Pink Latex Balloons

1. Air inflate the 646Q, leaving 1" uninflated, and tie the knot end to a weight. 
2. Use a latex regulator to air inflate the “Baby Girl Butterflies” Bubbles™ Balloon until 

the wrinkles disappear. Roll up the neck with an uninflated 260Q, and use the 260Q to 
tie the Bubble to the top of the 646Q. 

3. Inflate four–11" “It’s a Girl” latex balloons to 9" and make a four balloon cluster. Wrap 
the cluster onto the knot between the 646Q and the weight by separating two 
of the balloons, sliding the cluster onto the knot, and then twisting together the two 
separated balloons. 

4. Fully air inflate four 6" Rose Hearts and make a second 4-balloon cluster. Wrap the cluster onto the knot between the  
646Q and the “It’s A Girl” cluster using the same method as mentioned in Step 3. 

5. Make another 4–balloon cluster using the remaining 6" Rose Hearts, and wrap it onto the Column between the 646Q and 
the Bubbles™ Balloon. 

6. Make two Lime Green Curly 160Qs, leaving 1/2" uninflated on each. Next, air inflate two 5" yellow latex to 2", and tie 
each to the knot end of one of the Curly 160Qs. Make a 1" pinch twist in the 160Q next to the Yellow latex. This will help 
keep the “flower” in place. 

7. To make the Rose flower, air inflate five 5" Rose latex to 3" and make a 5-balloon cluster. To make the second flower, 
make another 5-balloon cluster using five 5" Spring Lilac latex balloons. 

8. Wrap each flower onto one of the Curly 160Qs at the knot between the yellow latex and the 160Q pinch twist. Twist two 
of the balloons in the flower around each other twice to secure the flower. 

9. Tie the uninflated end of one of the curly 160Qs to the knot between the 646Q and the weight, and the other curly 
160Q to the knot between the 4-balloon cluster and Bubbles™ Balloon. 

10. Wrap the 160Qs around the 646Q and position the balloon flowers where desired. The “spring” in the curly 160Qs will 
hold the flowers in place. 

directions:

Q0536
5–5" Rose
Latex Balloon

Q0524
2–5" Yellow
Latex Balloons

Q0537
5–5" Spring Lilac
Latex Balloon

Q646-28
1 White Latex
Balloon

Q160-89
2 Lime Green
Latex Balloons

831
Mini Cool Aire®

Dual Pro™ Inflator

Qualatex designs and instructions 
created by Pioneer® Balloon Company.

      


